Treatment of epiretinal membrane: an update
治療視網膜前膜病變的跟進報告

Epiretinal membrane is a common surgical disease of the elderly. The aetiology, clinical presentation, and diagnosis are briefly described. Management, principally vitrectomy and membrane removal, is then elaborated. Recent advances such as internal limiting membrane peeling are further discussed. The safety and efficacy of intra-ocular dyes, including indocyanine green and trypan blue, as well as the new technique of ‘double staining’, are evaluated.

Introduction

Epiretinal membrane (ERM), first described in 1865, is an avascular, fibrocellular membrane that proliferates on the inner surface of the retina and produces various degrees of visual impairment (Fig 1). Although peripheral ERMs can exist, macular ERMs are more visually disturbing. This discussion will be restricted to macular ERMs. The prevalence of macular ERMs is 2% in individuals under the age of 60 years and 12% in those over 70 years.1 There are many synonyms describing this condition: macular pucker, epimacular proliferations, preretinal macular fibrosis, epiretinal fibrosis or gliosis, surface wrinkling retinopathy, and cellophane maculopathy.

Aetiology

Epiretinal membrane may be idiopathic and found in otherwise healthy eyes, or secondary. In the latter, they are associated with posterior vitreous detachment (PVD), retinal breaks, vascular retinopathy, ocular inflammation, some congenital conditions, and intra-ocular surgery such as post-retinal detachment repair, cataract repair, retinal laser, and cryotherapy.2 Idiopathic ERMs have been said to be associated with diabetes mellitus, even in the absence of other ocular complications.1

Epiretinal membranes comprise glial cells, retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) cells, macrophages, fibrocytes, and collagen fibres.2,3 Different proportions of these components are associated with a different aetiology. Bilateral eye involvement has been reported in 31% of cases. In an affected individual, the unaffected eye has a 2.5 times higher risk of being affected than a single eye in an unaffected individual. This suggests a systemic cause for ERM, for example, ageing or diabetes.1 Posterior vitreous detachment, often associated with ERM, is also commonly found bilaterally.2
Clinical presentation

Epiretinal membrane is symptomatic only if the macular or peri-macular area is involved. Most other cases are asymptomatic. The most common presenting symptoms are decreased visual acuity and metamorphopsia. Other symptoms include micropsia, macropsia, and monocular diplopia. The severity of symptoms is related to the area of involvement and the thickness of ERM. They follow a variable course: most will have static or slow progression. In the Blue Mountains Eye Study of Australia, one quarter of membranes regressed or became undetectable after 5 years. Occasionally, the membrane may spontaneously detach from the retina and thereby improve symptoms.

Diagnosis

The fundus can be examined ophthalmoscopically or with a fundus photograph. An ERM is seen as a glistening light reflex if it is thin, or as an obvious transparent, translucent, or even pigmented membrane. Retinal changes are observable as surface wrinkling, vasculature distortion, cystoid macular oedema or pseudohole. Fundus photographs with a blue filter may enable very thin ERM to be identified more easily. These membranes have been classified into three grades: grade 1, cellophane membrane causing irregular wrinkling of the inner retina, no edge of ERM elevated; grade 2, more substantial ERM with full-thickness retinal distortion, edge of ERM elevated, less than half of ERM is opaque causing obscuration of underlying retina and vasculature; and grade 3, thick opaque membrane with at least half of the ERM opaque, causing marked obscuration and distortion of the underlying retina and vasculature.

The Watzke Allen test can differentiate between a pseudohole that looks like a macular hole due to an overlying ERM and a true macular hole that has a macular defect. When in doubt, examination under a slit lamp with 90D lens or 3-mirror-lens reveals the distorted inner retina at the base of a pseudohole. Fluorescein angiography can aid diagnosis. A true hole may show a window defect but a pseudohole will not. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is also useful to help differentiate the two. Additionally, OCT images that show the retinal base thickness can predict the clinical macular function. If the retinal base is abnormally thick or thin, or irregular, visual acuity of the eye is significantly lower.

Visual acuity and degree of metamorphopsia can be measured to quantify the symptoms. Visual acuity can be conveniently measured by a Snellen chart and the degree of metamorphopsia by Amsler grid or M-charts. The Amsler grid is the traditional method to document metamorphopsia. M-charts have also been used to quantify metamorphopsia and are more sensitive and better accepted by patients (Fig 2). They have 19 kinds of dotted lines with dot intervals of between 0.2° and 2.0° visual angles. At first, a vertical straight line (0°) on the first page of M-charts is shown to patient and he/she is asked to fixate on the centre fixation point of the line. If the patient recognises the straight line as straight, the metamorphopsia score is 0. If he/she recognises the straight line as irregular
or curved, the next pages of M-charts with the dotted lines changing from fine to coarse are shown in succession to the patient. When the patient recognises a dotted line as straight, its visual angle is considered his/her metamorphopsia score. Scores range from 0 to 2.0. The M-charts can be rotated 90° and the horizontal lines used to measure metamorphopsia in the horizontal axis. Different degrees of metamorphopsia exist in different patients with the same visual acuity. They are not directly related. This suggests that the degree of metamorphopsia may show some new clinical information apart from that demonstrated by visual acuity alone. The use of more sensitive and repeatable M-charts may shed more light on the relationship between preoperative and postoperative metamorphopsia.

Management

Other causes of vision loss must be carefully excluded. Surgical removal of the membrane in patients with significant symptoms will improve visual acuity and reduce metamorphopsia in most cases. In other patients, visual acuity may improve less than metamorphopsia. It has not been customary to treat patients with mild and non-progressive symptoms since results are generally unsatisfactory. Nonetheless, advances in surgery and instrumentation now allow patients with relatively good visual acuity but significant metamorphopsia to be offered a choice of surgery. Grade 1 ERM may cause significant metamorphopsia with relative sparing of visual acuity. Early surgical removal can relieve the disturbing symptom and stabilise the vision that may worsen later. Surgery involves pars plana subtotal vitrectomy, removal of ERM, and peeling of the internal limiting membrane (ILM). Different methods of peeling, staining, and the extent of adjunctive ILM peeling have been described.

Vitrectomy

When subtotal vitrectomy is performed, the risks of intra-operative lens damage and peripheral retinal tear are reduced. In many cases, PVD has occurred. If the posterior hyaloid is adherent to the retina, PVD should be induced. Accelerated cataract is a common complication after vitrectomy: a combination of cataract surgery and ERM has been suggested. Nonetheless, phacoemulsification, which is performed first, can produce corneal epithelial oedema especially in eyes with significant cataract. This may obscure the surgeon’s view during subsequent ERM surgery. With modern cataract surgery and ERM has been suggested. Nonetheless, phacoemulsification, which is performed first, can produce corneal epithelial oedema especially in eyes with significant cataract. This may obscure the surgeon’s view during subsequent ERM surgery. With modern cataract surgery, corneal oedema is seldom severe enough to warrant separate surgery for posterior vitrectomy and the corneal epithelium can be scrapped to get a clearer view if needed. Another method that prevents postoperative nuclear sclerosis is non-vitrectomising vitreous surgery. A fibreoptic light source and a microhooked needle are introduced through two sclerotomy sites. Without cutting of vitreous or other intra-ocular manoeuvres, the membrane is separated from the retina. The membrane can then be left floating in the vitreous cavity or grasped by microforces and pulled through a sclerotomy site. Postoperative cataract is significantly reduced, with equally satisfactory visual outcomes. Although there is a risk that patients with membrane left in the vitreous cavity will complain of floaters, the condition will improve with time and the difference is insignificant compared with that in patients in whom the membrane is removed.

Membrane removal

After vitrectomy, the edge of the membrane is searched. A bent-tip needle or a vitreoretinal pick is used to lift it up. Subsequent peeling is completed with forceps. If there is no obvious edge, a cut is made at the centre of the membrane using a microvitreoretinal blade. An edge is created and forceps are used to lift off the membrane. Diamond-tipped forceps can be used in peeling so the membrane has less chance of slipping off the instrument, especially in silicone oil medium.

Indocyanine green–assisted peeling

Indocyanine green (ICG) is a tricarbocyanine dye, first used in ophthalmology in 1970 in choroidal angiography (Fig 3). It was later used to stain the anterior capsule during capsulorhexis. In 2000, Kadonosono et al suggested its use in staining ILM in macular hole surgery. Its safety and efficacy in macular hole surgery of senior and highly myopic patients were subsequently reported. Indocyanine green is hydrophilic and the acellular collagen of the ILM is stained positively. In contrast, cellular ERM is stained negatively. It provides a ‘negative staining’. The general view of ophthalmic surgeons is that ICG improves visualisation of ILM and helps distinguish ERM. This may make the surgery safer and faster, and light toxicity to the retina is decreased. Retinal damage by unnecessary picking to search for the edge of ERM is also minimised. Nevertheless ICG may have a photosensitising effect on the retina and hence increase phototoxicity. The lowest possible concentration should be used to visualise the ERM. Different concentrations of ICG provide different staining properties. The minimum concentration of ICG should be 0.125% when used to stain the ILM under air. Only at this concentration can all ILM be satisfactorily
stained in green and completely removed without the need for second staining.

Internal limiting membrane peeling is commonly adopted in macular hole surgery, but its effect on ERM surgery is uncertain.9-13 The presence of long segments of ILM within the histopathological specimen appears to indicate a less favourable visual outcome.25 Recurrence of ERM is also possible at the margins of ILM removal.26 This makes the removal of ILM unfavourable for the outcome of ERM surgery. Previous work has revealed that the best-corrected visual acuity was impaired in eyes that had ICG-assisted ERM peeling compared with a control group with no ICG.27 Retention of dye on the retina of up to 9 months after surgery has been demonstrated by scanning laser ophthalmoscope.28 This may cause delayed photochemical damage to the RPE cells. Toxic effects on RPE cells have also been demonstrated in rat eyes and human donor eyes.29,30 This may be due to the hypo-osmolarity of solvent (water and balanced saline solution).31 In contrast, a recent pilot study provides evidence that peeling of the ILM during ERM surgery may result in a better final visual outcome. The visual acuity was better and recurrence was lower in the group with ILM peeling during surgery compared with a group who did not have ILM peeling.32,33 It has been further suggested that ILM peeling up to the vascular arcade may prevent recurrence of symptomatic ERM.34 If ICG is going to be used, the minimal effective concentration should be used with a minimal period of endoillumination.

**Infracyanine green–assisted peeling**

Infracyanine green is a green dye that stains the ILM in a way similar to ICG. The difference is the solvent that is 5% glucose solution and thus iso-osmotic. As the hypo-osmolarity of ICG is suspected to be responsible for RPE damage, infracyanine green may offer a safer alternative. Its staining properties are nonetheless inconsistent and it is not in wide use.35 More studies of its staining properties are warranted before its toxicity and potential benefits over ICG can be determined.

**Trypan blue–assisted peeling**

Trypan blue (TB) is a blue stain that has been used to stain corneal epithelium and the anterior capsule of the lens (Fig 4). No toxicity has been observed after 8 years following its use in patients who had 0.1% TB-assisted anterior chamber surgery and capsulorhexis in cataract surgery. It has been in use for only a short period of time in vitreoretinal surgery.15-18 No signs of toxicity have been observed up to 1 year after ERM surgery assisted by 0.06% TB staining.17 A 0.06% concentration does not provide satisfactory staining in all cases and a higher concentration, 0.2%, gives a more useful bluish discoulouration that facilitates surgery.18 The stain not only makes the ERM more easily identified, but enables a more complete removal of the membrane. The area of ERM is usually larger than that estimated ophthalmoscopically. With the stain, a larger area of the membrane can be identified and removed (Fig 5).15 This is especially true for the mature ERM that are more well-stained than fresh, immature membranes.15 For grade 1 ERM, ICG staining may give a better visualisation than TB staining.16 There are few data on the toxicity of TB. No toxicity has been shown in human eyes exposed to TB of up to a concentration of 0.3% for 5 minutes.16 In rabbit eyes, prolonged exposure to 0.06% concentration under light showed no microscopic damage of RPE cells of up to 1 month. Nonetheless a higher concentration of 0.2% was associated with marked damage after 1 month in the lower quadrant of the retina of rabbit eyes.37 More
Double staining

A double staining technique has been developed.\textsuperscript{6,38} After vitrectomy, TB solution is used to stain the ERM. After peeling of the ERM, ILM is stained by ICG and peeled off (Fig 6). These two dyes are complementary, each having a different affinity for ERM and ILM, respectively. This method is an alternative to ‘negative staining’ by ICG or infracyanine green alone. The membranes that are needed to be removed are stained in turn to improve visualisation. The benefits to anatomical and functional outcomes are yet to be defined.

Complications

Epiretinal membrane peeling is generally a safe operation and complications are few. Intra-operative complications include vitreous haemorrhage, retinal petechiae, retinal surface damage, and peripheral iatrogenic retinal breaks. Most can be successfully managed if promptly identified intra-operatively.\textsuperscript{71,39} Postoperative complications include the recurrence of ERM, accelerated nuclear sclerosis of crystalline lens, retinal detachment, and visual field disturbance.

The most common complication, occurring in 12\% to 68\% of cases, is accelerated nuclear sclerosis of crystalline lens.\textsuperscript{39-41} This accelerated cataract is operable and the final vision should not be affected.\textsuperscript{39} Recurrence occurs in 3\% to 12\%.\textsuperscript{41,42} It occurs less often in idiopathic ERM (<5\% of cases) but more often in patients younger than 40 years or with secondary ERM associated with trauma or inflammatory disease.\textsuperscript{43}

Retinal detachment occurs in 3\% to 14\%.\textsuperscript{39,41} Those developing within 1 month postoperatively may be related to intra-operative retinal breaks. Those that develop after a few months are more often associated with residual vitreoretinal traction due to incomplete removal. Both can affect the final functional outcome.\textsuperscript{39,44} Careful inspection of the peripheral retina must be performed intra-operatively to search for iatrogenic retinal breaks.

Outcome

After surgery, vision is improved in most eyes but complete normalisation of visual acuity is rare.\textsuperscript{41,45} Similarly, the appearance of the retina tends to return to normal but not completely: 60\% to 87\% of eyes improve by 2 Snellen lines. The improvement continues for more than 6 months and the mean time to achieve best final vision is about 1 year.\textsuperscript{40,46} Prognostic factors associated with the visual outcome include preoperative visual acuity, duration of symptoms prior to surgery, preoperative lens status, intra-operative complications, aetiology, and the patient’s age.\textsuperscript{40,41,43,46} Eyes with worse preoperative vision demonstrate greater improvement following surgery. Ultimately though, the final vision is better in eyes with better preoperative visual acuity. Eyes with a longer history

Fig 5. Intra-operative photographs of trypan blue–assisted grade 2 epiretinal membrane (ERM) surgery
(a) Before staining of the ERM, an edge can be seen on the ERM where peeling could be initiated (arrows). The overall extent of ERM was not clearly visible; (b) after staining of the ERM with trypan blue 0.06\% solution, the edge of the ERM (arrows) and overall extent of the ERM are clearly seen; (c) the stained ERM was peeled with an Eckardt end-gripping forceps.
of blurred vision have poorer visual acuity post-operatively and less improvement in vision. This may be due to the longer traction damage on the retina by the ERM. Patients with good vision of the unaffected eye have a better functional outcome and higher subjective satisfaction. Young patients and those with secondary ERM have more recurrences, thus final outcome is usually less satisfactory.

Conclusions

Epiretinal membrane is a common problem in the elderly. The most important symptoms are impaired visual acuity and metamorphopsia. The severity of the two symptoms can be conveniently measured and documented by Snellen chart and Amsler grid as well as M-charts, respectively. Surgical removal of the ERM is the mainstay of treatment. Several methods of removal have been described although the preferred one has not been established. Subtotal vitrectomy followed by removal of the membrane with or without staining is a widely accepted standard procedure. Non-vitrectomising surgery is a relatively new concept in ERM surgery. Initial results are encouraging with less postoperative nuclear sclerosis. Combined cataract and ERM surgery is another option for selected patients with concurrent cataract. Three dyes—0.125% ICG, 0.5% infracyanine green, and 0.2% TB—have been used to assist with equal effect to visualise the membrane. Toxicities of these three dyes should be evaluated by further studies. A double-staining technique using TB and ICG has been suggested to improve intra-operative visualisation but favourable results have yet to be demonstrated. Internal limiting membrane removal remains controversial in ERM surgery because of the conflicting results. Peeling of the ILM up to the vascular arcade may lower the recurrence rate. Before the end of surgery, utmost care is needed to inspect the periphery of the retina because intra-operative retinal breaks can precipitate retinal detachment that will compromise the final functional outcome. Postoperative follow-up of the patient should include close monitoring for recurrence of the ERM and postoperative complications, such as nuclear sclerosis, retinal detachment, and visual field disturbance. The unaffected eye should also be checked because bilateral involvement with ERM is common. Measurements of visual acuity and degree of metamorphopsia provide accurate and convenient indicators of functional outcome.
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